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QUESTION 1
Which of the following command sequences will correctly recompile the kernel, make it bootable, and
correctly recompile and place modules in the proper location?
A. make modules;make modules_install;lilo;make bzimage
B. make modules_install;make modules; make bzimage;lilo
C. make modules;lilo make modules_install;make bzimage
D. make modules;make modules_install; make bzimage;lilo
Answer: D
QUESTION 2
Frontside bus speed refers to the connection between ___________ and the processor.
A. Level 1 cache
B. Level 2 cache
C. The hard drive
D. Main memory
E. Peripherals
Answer: D
QUESTION 3
Which of the following is TRUE CONCERING NISMAP FILES?
a. Typically, a host will refer to more than one set of NIS maps
b. NIS map files exist on NIS slave servers, master reserves, and clients.
c. NIS map files can be viewed with text editors.
d. NIS map files are stored as DBM database files.
Answer: D
QUESTION 4
Which of the following correctly defines / proc and describes its function?
A. It is a pseudo file system that can be used to access internal system information. It helps the administrator
keep track of a system's vital information.
B. It is directory that allows procedures to run without affecting other applications. It maintains and manages
the free resources of a system.
C. It is a pseudo file system that allows a normal user to reassign system resources to RAM.
D. It is a directory .It acts as a storage bin for process logs and any other monitoring information produced by
the system.
Answer: A
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QUESTION 5
When monitoring the performance of a computer system, to what does the Heinsberg Principle refer?
A. The unpredictable effects on performance when the configuration is changed
B. The effect that the monitoring process has on the system being monitored
C. The periodic degradation of the system resources as systems are allowed to run
D. The use of a remote method of monitoring and analyzing the data of an entire system.
Answer: B
QUESTION 6
Sharon wants to set up her Linux machine to be a firewall. She also needs to filter packets based on the
MAC addresses of Ethernet cards. How should she do this?
A. Use ipchains to filter the appropriate MAC addresses.
B. Use iptables to filter the appropriate MAC addresses.
C. Use ipfwadm to filter the appropriate MAC addresses.
D. Use ipmasq to filter the appropriate MAC addresses.
Answer: B
QUESTION 7
The system administrator would like to view the memory usage of process 1900. He decides to mine/proc
for the necessary information. Which file in / proc contains such information?
A. 1900/vusage
B. 1900/smem
C. 1900/statm
D. 1900/mem
Answer: C
QUESTION 8
Which of the following are TRUE concerning the given directory listing? (Choose two)
prw------- 1 root root 0 May 12 04:00 /dev/drum
brw------- 1 amp root 1 Jul 17 13:53 /dev/piano
-rw-rwSrw- 1 amp users 0 Jun 21 13:00 saxophone
-rwxrwxrwxT 1 amp users 0 Jun 21 01:00 flute
srw-rw-rw- 1 root root 0 Apr 17 19:17 tuba
A. The entry "/dev/piano" refers to a character device.
B. The sticky bit is for the file "flute"
C. The entry "/dev/drum"refers to a named pipe.
D. The entry "saxophone" refers to a socket.
E. The SGID bit is set for "tuba"
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Answer: B,C
QUESTION 9
A cracker has gained root access from the console. Which of the following would be the first location a
system administrator would look to verify that attack has occurred?
A. /var/log/http/access_log
B. /etc/securetty
C. /root/.bash_history
D. /dev/console
Answer: C
QUESTION 10
The server responsible for running the site www. Certkiller .com is also responsible for the DNS resolution
of its specific sub domain. What is this responsibility called, and why is it used?
A. Super DNS resolution; it is used so that DNS lookups can achieved more quickly.
B. passing; it is used so fewer refusal messages are returend when looking up a name.
C. Caching;it is used to return names more quickly.
D. Delegation; it is used to decentralize adminitration on the internat
Answer: D
QUESTION 11
Top-level domains are located under which of the following?
A. ARPANET root
B. NIC root
C. ARP root
D. DNS root
Answer: B
QUESTION 12
The most common type of Linux network configuration is the ______ network, using__________
a. Ethernet, TCP/IP
b. Token ring. TCP/IP
c. Ethernet, IPX
d. Token ring, IPX
Answer: A
QUESTION 13
James download a variety of tools to exploit a system, including Trojan Horse programs that replace
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